Simple nonlinear dynamical systems with multiple stable stationary states are often taken as models for switchlike biological systems. This paper considers the interaction of multiple such simple multistable systems when they are embedded together into a larger dynamical "supersystem." Attention is focused on the network structure of the resulting set of coupled differential equations, and the consequences of this structure on the propensity of the embedded switches to act independently versus cooperatively. Specifically, it is argued that both larger average and larger variance of the node degree distribution lead to increased switch independence. Given the frequency of empirical observations of high variance degree distributions (e.g., power-law) in biological networks, it is suggested that the results presented here may aid in identifying switchintegrating subnetworks as comparatively homogenous, low-degree, substructures. Potential applications to ecological problems such as the relationship of stability and complexity are also briefly discussed.
Introduction
Many biological systems contain various subsystems which exhibit switch-like behavior [1] : while stable to suitably small perturbations of their conditions, they may be observed to jump suddenly to a new state in response to sufficient provocation. This behavior arises naturally in nonlinear dynamical models with multiple stable fixed points, and it is thus not surprising that these models are frequently invoked in the study of such subsystems [1, 2] .
Assuming that this approach is successful in capturing the essential features of this or that individual switch, one might next step back and ask: how, then, do the switches work when reassembled together into the larger biological context from which they were originally wrested? In other words, what happens to that switch there when I toggle this one here?
To such a general question there can be only one sensible answer: it depends. But it may be hoped that at least some of the factors on which it depends are structural features not entirely remote from our observation. For many biological systems, the most accessible data available comes in the form of network structure [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Thus emerges the topic of this paper: how does the integration of multiple switches into a common "supersystem" depend on network structure?
It is perhaps wise at this point to pause and consider some specific biological contexts in which switch integration might be expected to be an essential feature. The processes of cellular determination and differentiation would appear natural candidates. Switchlike multistability has long been thought to be an important feature in differentiation [11] [12] [13] [14] , and the feedback-loop-linked modular structures of the genetic regulatory networks underlying development [15, 16] suggest linked local switches. Likewise, decision-making by a modular nervous system [17] seems a tempting target for this approach.
However, the likely field of most immediate consideration for switch integration modeling is community ecology [18] . Applications of the theory of nonlinear dynamics have long been common in ecology, and the concepts of keystone species and indirect effects [18, 19] bring up questions regarding the propagation of local (i.e., one or a few node) perturbations through the network of species making up a community. Viewed through the lens of network theory, these questions share similarities with the problem of switch integration defined here. The long-running stability-complexity debate [20] [21] [22] [23] may also overlap with the ideas presented in this paper; this in particular is further pursued in section 5.
The analysis of nonlinear dynamical systems in terms of their network structure is an old and established field [12, 21, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , with the potential for many new developments given the current enthusiasm for and rapid development of network theory [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . Consider, for example, the recent work studying the phenomenon of dynamic synchronization on network structures [38] [39] [40] , which may prove interesting to compare with the problem of switch integration.
The techniques employed in this paper, however, owe a special debt to the work of Richard Levins [41] . Building on basic ideas from the study of the stability of control systems [42, 43] , Levins illuminated a connection between the characteristic polynomial and the feedback loops of a sparse matrix. This connection provides the basis for the techniques used herein, as described in section 3.
Overview of Switch Integration
Switch independence is here defined by the following system property: if a switch setting is (stably) available for one available combination of the settings of any other switches present, it must be available for all available combinations of the settings of the other switches (see figure 1 ). A precise statement of what is meant by the term "switch setting," at least with regard to the particular model systems considered herein, is offered in appendix 1. A system of switches co-embedded in a network may then be said to have the property of switch integration inasmuch as it lacks that of switch independence.
Results regarding the effects of network topology on switch integration were arrived at through a combination of computer simulation and theoretical argument. The details of the computer simulations may be found in appendix 1. In each such simulation, two bistable subsystems were embedded together into a larger randomly generated network (in which nodes represent state variables and arcs represent the pattern of dynamic interactions (see section 3)) constructed as described in appendices 1-2. Note that, prior to coupling to the system network variables, there must then be four distinct stable fixed points (described in terms of switch settings as (off,off), (off,on), (on,off), and (on,on)) available to the two bistable switches considered as a single system. Those systems in which exactly two of these four fixed points remained stable after coupling of the switches to the network were examined for the property of switch integration (with Figure 1 . Illustration of switch independence vs. switch integration. In 1(a), the first switch may be on (white) or off (gray) independently of the state of the second switch (always off). In 1(b), the behavior of the switches is integrated, with a change in the on/off state of the first switch necessitating a change in the setting of the second switch.
results for different network types shown in figure 2 ). The various types of reactions and associated parameters in the model systems described in appendix 1 were chosen on the grounds of simplicity (e.g., all dynamics quadratic functions of the state variables) and (bi)stability (i.e., in such a way that a large fraction of the systems constructed exhibited two stable fixed points).
Perhaps the most immediately apparent trend in figure 2 is that the propensity for switch integration declines rapidly with increasing system dimensionality, regardless of which sort of network structure is considered. This result is likely explained by the observation that the shortest path length through the network connecting the two switches (in either direction) generally increases as the number of nodes in the system increases, leading to weaker coupling between the switches. Note that this indicates that, for switch integration in larger systems, it is probably necessary for the switches in question to be positioned nearer to each other than they would be if they were placed randomly, as done here.
One might then suppose that, on the basis of switch-distance considerations alone, increasing the arc density of a network should lead to increased switch integration by increasing the intensity of interactions between the switches. However, upon consulting figure 2(a), one sees the opposite trend with regard to network density: the denser networks tend toward reduced switch integration.
Examining figure 2(b), it is apparent that increasing the variance in the node degree distribution (as occurs for scale-free digraphs of increasing size -see appendix 2) also tends to reduce the likelihood of switch integration. Note that higher variance of degree distribution tends to imply that the neighbors of a randomly selected node will tend to have increasingly greater than average degree, since vertices with many connections ("hubs") neighbor many more nodes than do vertices of low degree. (This effect also underlies the explosive dynamics of epidemic spreading processes on high degree-variance network topologies, and is discussed in more detail in that context in Meyers [44] .)
Thus, one might hypothesize that the effects of both network density and degree distribution variance might be understood in terms of the relationship between switch integration and local connection density in the neighborhood(s) of the switches to be System Dimensionality (n) Fraction Integrated
Random Digraph <d>=4
Scale Free Digraph <d>=4 Figure 2 . Fraction of systems built and satisfying criteria for consideration as described in appendix 1 which exhibited switch integration (as defined in appendix 1). Digraph topologies are constructed as in appendix 2 (<d>=average degree). Error bars indicate standard error in estimation of fraction integrated.
integrated. Section 4 develops the differential overlap dependence hypothesis (DODH) as a theory of this relationship and presents further simulation results supporting the DODH (see also appendices 3-4). The DODH is built upon the relationship of the characteristic polynomial F k (x α ) of a system at a fixed point x α and the system's network topology (see section 3). As the stability of a fixed point x α is determined by the values of the quantities F k (x α ) (by, e.g., the Routh-Hurwitz criterion [42] ), it is here suggested that the the correlation (1) ),F k (x β )) should be expected to increase with both the average and variance of the node degree distribution of the system network (see section 4). Computational results (on systems perturbed by random modification of the xindependent constant terms in the dynamics dx/dt=f(x)) for comparison with this prediction are presented in section 4 (and discussed in more detail in appendix 3).
Consider now the effect of changing the setting of a switch S on the various settings of another switch S'. The phase space positions of the fixed points representing the settings of S' will all be modified as a result of the shift in setting of S. That is, this shift in S-setting may be regarded as a perturbation to the settings of S'. Applying the DODH predictions regarding the correlation of fixed point stabilities to this situation, it would thus be expected that in networks with higher arc density or degree-distribution variance, the likelihood of selectively destabilizing only one (as opposed to both or neither) of the two settings of S' would be less than it would be for sparser or more homogenous networks. Noting that "switch integration" as defined here is exactly this phenomenon of selective destabilization of some (but not all) settings of S' as a result of the shifting of the setting of another switch S, the DODH predicts that higher average or variance of degree distribution decreases the likelihood of switch integration, in agreement with the results of figure 2.
3. Relationship Between Network Structure and Linearized Dynamics of a System 3.1 Graphical Interpretation of the Characteristic Polynomial of a Matrix
As discussed in Puccia and Levins [41] , the characteristic polynomial of a matrix (taken here to be the matrix (2) 
representing the linearized dynamics of a system dx/dt=f(x) at the fixed point x α ) may be written (using I to represent the identity matrix) (3)
where the coefficients F n-k (x α ), defined precisely in equation (4) below, are sums of terms which correspond to loop structures in an associated digraph.
For the purposes of this paper, a digraph [45] is taken to be a set of nodes along with a set of directed arcs, each of which begins at one node (its "tail") and ends at another (its "head"). It is not allowed for two distinct arcs to have both the same tail and same head in the same digraph. It is, however, here allowed for one arc to have the same node as its tail and its head.
A digraph may be associated with a given n-dimensional matrix M (see figure 3 ): first assign n numbered nodes {1,2,3,…,n}, then add an arc (i→j) iff M ij ≠0. This is generalized to a rule for associating digraphs with dynamical systems dx/dt=f(x) by letting M ij =∂ i f j (equation (2) Figure 3 . Weighted digraph associated with a matrix, as described in section 3.1. There are two 1-terms in this system (the one-loops with weights a and b), two 2-terms (the set of both one-loops, with total weight -(a)(b) (negative b/c made up of two loops), and the two-loop with weight df), and two 3-terms, with weights -(a)(df) and cde. Thus, the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of this matrix are F 1 =(a+b), F 2 =(-ab+df), and F 3 =(-adf+cde) (along with the trivial F 0 =-1).
to evaluate the matrix ∂ i f j ; it proves convenient to adopt the convention that the associated digraph has arc (i→j) present iff there exists x somewhere in phase space such that ∂ i f j (x)≠0. It is apparent from this definition that the digraph associated with a dynamical system does not depend on choice of a specific fixed point, i.e., that system topology is the same for all fixed points. A "path" from node i to node j in a digraph will be here defined as an ordered set P of arcs present in the digraph such that each arc has as its tail the head of the previous arc and as its head the tail of the next arc. The first arc in P has as its tail node i, while the last arc in P has as its head node j. A "loop" in a digraph is then defined as a path in which the starting node i coincides with the ending node j (so that i=j; more precisely, a loop is any such set of arcs, forgetting the arbitrary choice of base node i). Note that loops of length one are here allowed.
It is useful also to give a name to collections of disjoint (i.e., not sharing any nodes) loops which pass through exactly k nodes (and hence have exactly k arcs in total); such structures will be called "k-terms." This name is chosen because it turns out that the terms present in the sum F k for a particular matrix are in bijective correspondence with the k-terms present in the associated digraph [41] . More specifically, each k-term structure K present in the associated digraph of a matrix contributes the product of the matrix entries associated with the arcs of K to the coefficient F k of the characteristic polynomial (with an additional sign factor depending on the number of disjoint loops
where the sum runs over the set Θ k of all possible distinct k-terms K (two k-terms are distinct as long as they do not contain the same arc set, ignoring ordering), and the product runs over all arcs (i→j) contained within K. An example of the application of equation (4) to a particular matrix is offered in figure 3 and its caption. It is convenient to introduce the notation K(x α ) to denote the numerical value associated with the k-term K in equation (4) above, i.e., (5) 
The notation F k (suggested by Levins [41] ) for the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial is intended to suggest "feedback at level k." The content of equation (6) is then that the k-feedback of a system (at a particular fixed point x α ) is essentially a weighted sum of all the k-terms present in the system's topology, with the weightings arising from the linearized dynamics. Considering the disjoint loops composing an arbitrary k-term as "feedback loops," the idea underlying the interpretation of F k as k-feedback is laid bare.
Note that the matrix entries M ij (x α ) are signed quantities: if the product of all of these arc weightings for the arcs present in a particular loop is positive, the loop in question may be called a positive feedback loop; negative feedback loops are defined analogously. The sign factor (-1) c(K)+1 appearing in equation (5) may then be understood as necessary to ensure that the overall contribution to k-feedback F k of a k-term K containing c(K) all-negative disjoint feedback loops is negative: that is,
More generally, a k-term K will provide a negative contribution to k-feedback F k iff an even number of the disjoint feedback loops composing it are positive (with the remainder negative). A necessary, but not sufficient, condition for the stability of a fixed point is that total k-feedback F k must be negative for all k [41] .
Equations (3)- (4) may be derived by considering the bijection between permutations (in terms of which determinants are usually defined) and k-terms which may be seen in the common cycle notation for permutations [46] . For example, the permutation (12345)(678) corresponds to the k-term
Graphical Interpretation of Characteristic Polynomial Covariance
If x α and x β are both fixed points of the dynamical system dx/dt=f(x), it is straightforward to see that the product
will decompose as a sum over all possible combinations of k-terms (with arc weights taken from the matrix of the linearization at x α ) and l-terms (with arc weights from x β ),
Any particular such combination of a k-term K and an l-term L defines a graphical structure A of its own (the union of the two arc sets involved -see figure 4 ) -a "(k,l)-term." Equation (8) may then be rewritten as (9) 
with the outer sum in equation (9) now running over the set Θ k,l of all distinct "(k,l)-terms" A (distinct again meaning that the arc sets in question are distinct ignoring ordering) while the inner sum runs over all distinct pairs {K A ,L A } of k-term K A and l-term . A (k,l)-term (the one pictured is a (10,11)-term), with a particular decomposition into k-term and l-term indicated. (Note this figure is not intended to display all of the arcs of a system, only those in a particular (k,l)-term.) The k-term-only arcs are dashed, while the l-term-only arcs are solid; the three arcs which are part of both the k-term and the l-term are bold. In the terminology used in this paper, this (k,l)-term is said to overlap at these three arcs.
L A whose union results in the particular (k,l)-term A. For notational convenience the set of such pairs is defined as D
A (note that k and l must be specified, as there may also be ways of decomposing A into k 2 -term and l 2 -term with k 2 ≠k and l 2 ≠l); that is, (10)
This notation is used below in writing summations like that of equation (9).
If the arc weights M ij (x α ) which determine the F k (x α ) are probabilistically distributed quantities, the graphical interpretation of the product
In an entirely analogous manner, a graphical expression for
in terms of appropriate products of expectation values of products of arc weights,
The Differential Overlap Dependence Hypothesis
To develop the differential overlap-dependence hypothesis, first consider the fact that the stochastically perturbed weight M ij (x α ) of an arc (i→j), like any probabilistically distributed quantity, is better correlated with itself than it is with any other quantity, including in particular the value of the same arc weighting at a different fixed point x β :
) be the product of the weightings of some set of arcs taken at the fixed point x α and define Π 2 (x β ) similarly as the product of weightings of some different set of arcs taken at the fixed point x β . If the weights of all the various distinct arcs in the system were statistically independent of one other, then it would follow that (assuming (i→j) is not one of the arcs making up Π 1 or Π 2 ):
>| (as would be the case if the magnitudes of the arc weights were all randomly drawn from the same distribution), then (16) 
The assumptions of statistical independence and equal average magnitude of the arc weightings M ij (x α ) made above cannot be expected to hold rigorously when the distributions of arc weights are derived from the fixed points of dynamical systems such as those described in appendix 1. Nevertheless, one might still hypothesize that inequality (17) could offer some insight into the "average impact" of arc overlap in the various products of arc weights described herein as the (k,l)-terms of a system. This conjecture is the essence of the differential overlap-dependence hypothesis (DODH) described in statements (24)- (25) below. (Simulation results aimed specifically at investigating the validity of inequality (17) for the systems described in appendix 1 are discussed below in this section (and see table 1).)
Applied specifically to the (k,l)-terms of a system, the DODH then suggests that, all else being equal, the presence of overlap arcs in a (k,l)-term A=K A ∪L A tends to decrease the ratio (18) 
of the magnitudes of the contributions of the (k,l=k)-term A to the numerator and denominator, respectively, of equation (1) for the correlation Corr(
The degree to which ratio (18) is decreased by the overlap of K A and L A at a particular arc (i→j) may be expected to depend strongly on the intensity of the interactions of node i and j with whatever switch(es) in the system lead to the distinction of the states x α and x β . For example, if nodes i and j were totally disconnected from any
Then the assumptions made above would lead to the equality sign holding in inequality (17) , so that there would be no expected reduction whatsoever in ratio (18) . Thus it seems that only when nodes i and/or j have significant interaction with the switch driving the distinction between the different fixed points should overlap at the arc (i→j) be expected to have a significant impact on ratio (18), and hence on Corr(
To test the predictions made above with regard to the effects of overlapping arcs at varying distances from a switch on the ratio (18), bistable switch-containing systems were constructed and subjected to perturbations according to the method described in appendix 3 for further analysis. Define (19) 
(i.e., the sum of all (k,l)-terms A in which the k-term K A contains the arc (a→b) and the l-Arc Set X δ Γ (22)) and Φ d cross:same (equation (23)) for random digraph systems (n=26, <d>=4) constructed as described in appendix 3 and analyzed as described in appendix 4. Note that the data indicate that Γ Now, for each node set N δ , define a set X δ of 100 randomly selected pairs of arcs adjacent to nodes of N δ as follows. [1] Choose a node from the set N δ (with uniform probability) and a direction (either in or out). If the chosen node does not have two distinct arcs incident upon it with the required directionality, start step [1] over. [2] Randomly choose (uniform probability) two distinct arcs adjacent to the chosen node with the required directionality and add this pair to the set X δ (the newly added pair may be the same as an earlier pair chosen for inclusion in the X δ ). Repeat until 100 (not necessarily distinct) arc pairs have been added to X δ . Table 1 lists estimates for of typical (median) values of the ratios of arc-set-X δ -averaged magnitudes of Γ evaluated across different fixed points divided by the same quantities Γ evaluated with both arguments set to the same fixed point: Note that only (k,l)-terms which contain but do not overlap at the arcs (a→b) and (c→d) from the pairs in X δ contribute to equation (22) . These are contrasted in table 1 with estimates of similar "cross fixed point:same fixed point" ratios of Φ: to which only those (k,l)-terms which overlap at arcs from the pairs in X δ contribute. Appendix 4 describes the methods used in obtaining the data shown in table 1.
The data presented in table 1 support the contention that the ratio (18) of the contribution of a given (k,k)-term A to the numerator divided by the contribution of A to the denominator of equation (1) for Corr(F k (x α ),F k (x β )) tends to be smaller when A overlaps at a particular arc than when it does not -at least, when the termini of the arc in question lie sufficiently nearby the relevant switch(es) controlling the distinction between x α and x β . It is clear from comparing the data for the arc-pair sets X 0 , X 1 , and X 2 that the impact of arc overlap is highly dependent on the distance of the nodes involved from the switch nodes. It is interesting to note that the effects of overlap appear to be maximized for arcs incident upon the neighbors of the switch nodes, as opposed to the switch nodes themselves (see appendix 3 for a brief discussion of this phenomenon). Thus, the term "relevant arcs" is here introduced to describe describe such arcs in developing the DODH below.
It should be noted that equations (22)- (23) restrict the values of k and l to the maximum possible value n. This was done because, as is evident from the data in table 1, the distance of the arc nodes contained within a (k,l)-term from any relevant switch nodes strongly influences the values of equations (22)- (23) . However, any (n,n)-term A will contain arcs entering and leaving each node of the system exactly once in both the k-term K A and the l-term L A , so that the distribution of arc nodes is for such (n,n)-terms always the same.
It is now useful to offer the first statement of the DODH: (24) Differential Overlap Dependence Hypothesis 1: Network topologies in which (k,l)-terms overlap more frequently at relevant arcs will tend to produce lower values of Corr(F k (x α ),F k (x β )) than topologies with less relevant (k,l)-term overlap.
This form of the DODH may be applied to understand the impact of network topology on Corr(F k (x α ),F k (x β )) as long as the relationship between network topology and relevant arc overlap can be established. Note that as the in-degree of a node increases, the number of ways to choose two distinct arcs entering said node increases more quickly than does the number of ways to choose a single arc entering the node (with a similar statement applying to the out-degree and arcs leaving a node). That is, increasing the degree of a node should be generally expected to decrease the fraction of (k,l)-terms which overlap at arcs entering or leaving the node in question. Combined with the observation that the degrees of nodes neighboring switch nodes tend to increase with both the average and variance of the network degree distribution, this suggests that relevant arc overlap is decreased in denser and/or more variable-degree networks.
Statement (24) correlation of the F k 's for the two different switch settings is indeed observed to be higher for both the denser and higher degree-variance networks. Finally, as discussed at the end of section 2, it is here conjectured that
) should be inversely related to the likelihood of switch integration.
This yields the second form of the DODH: (25) Differential Overlap Dependence Hypothesis 2: Switch integration is more likely in networks with topologies with more relevant (k,l)-term overlap -e.g., networks with lower average or variance of the degree distribution -than in networks with topologies with less relevant (k,l)-term overlap. The results shown in figure 2 of the simulations described in appendix 1 appear to be consistent with this form of the DODH.
Discussion and Conclusions
It is interesting that the results of this study indicate that topologies characterized by highly skewed degree distributions lead to low propensity for switch integration, especially in light of the finding that many biological networks one might expect to be "integrating switches" have been characterized as approximately scale-free in structure [3-5, 8-10, 47] . Various suggestions have been advanced to explain the appearance of this sort of structure, stressing both possible advantageous properties, such as various sorts of robustness under node removal [9, 32, 48] , and biological mechanisms (e.g., gene duplication) which would tend to form scale-free structures [32, [49] [50] [51] . On the other hand, Amaral et. al. [47] focus on the existence of exponential cutoffs of the degree distributions of many networks which appear to follow a power-law below the cutoff. In particular, they show that constraints which limit the addition of new arcs to vertices that already have many can naturally produce such patterns. The results presented here might then suggest switch integration may pose one such constraint for some networks.
Alternatively, switch-integrating networks may be structured in such a way that those parts of the network which are most focused on the task of switch integration are described by degree distributions with (relatively) small variance compared to that of the network as a whole. Thus one might envision searching for potential switch-integrating subnetworks by looking for sets of nodes of relatively homogenous (low) degree strongly linked to each other by feedback loops not passing through network hubs. This attractive scenario suggests further study of switch integration in networks with more complicated structure than those considered here. Such extensions of the results reported herein to consideration of more general network structures could also provide further insight into what to look for to identify real biological networks and subnetworks which might integrate their switches.
The finding here that switch integration becomes less likely as arc density increases may offer yet another interesting wrinkle to the ongoing stability-complexity discussion in the ecology literature [20] [21] [22] [23] . If some of the variation in overall community structure resulting from the perturbation/removal of one or a few species results from processes similar to the switch integration phenomenon discussed here, then it would seem that increasing the "complexity" of an ecosystem by increasing its interaction density might have some tendency to increase its robustness. That is, toggling the state of one "switch" by (say) removing a species which participates in it would be less likely to result in disturbing the community structure by shifting the states of other switches in more densely interconnected networks than in sparser ones. Similarly, this line of thinking would suggest that increased variance of degree distribution might act to increase the robustness of a community by depressing switch integration.
On the other hand, there may be some situations in which an ecological community benefits from the ability to integrate switches. If such a community is exposed to periodically varying environmental conditions throughout its history, it is likely that different competitors will thrive at different times. In this case, communities in which such competitive switches act in concert to achieve a community-wide transition might undergo less stress in the transient periods than those in which the switches work independently. Over time, those constituent parts of a community network which achieve such an integrated response might thus retain their structure more faithfully than those parts of the network which do not, ultimately leading to an increase in integrationpromoting structure. Of course, if suddenly subjected to a new sort of disturbance unlike those to which the community has historically been subjected, those parts of the community with less integration-promoting structures might prove more robust, as discussed in the paragraph above.
With regard to ecological applications of this switch integration theory, it should be noted that the network models studied here did not include any trophic structure. It would be of great interest in future studies extending the switch integration approach to more complicated and/or general types of networks to explicitly consider how trophic stratification shapes the relevant structures.
It should be stressed that several key mathematical conjectures were made in arriving at the conclusions of this study, especially the "differential overlap dependence hypothesis" described in section 4, with support provided by recourse to computer simulations. The author suspects that there are some interesting lessons to be learned in further attempts to appropriately qualify and verify these conjectures.
Appendix 1. Computer Simulations of Switch-Containing Random Dynamical Systems
The random dynamical systems used here were generated by: (1) generating a random digraph or scale-free digraph as described in appendix 2, and (2) adding reactions in accord with the topology thus defined (with the exception that some arcs will be added regardless of their presence in this pre-defined topology as part of the process of embedding the bistable switches).
The two-dimensional dynamical system defined by (26) ( ) ( ) Four of the nodes of each random digraph were associated with two copies of this system, so that these four nodes are subdivided into two sets of two nodes each, with arcs going both ways connecting the two nodes within each such set. Again, these arcs were added regardless of their presence or absence in the pre-defined randomly generated topology. Topologies in which there was not a path connecting each of the two two-node switches to the other were excluded from further consideration.
For each of the remaining nodes of the system, reactions associated with one-loop arcs (i→i) of the form Each such randomly generated dynamical system was then tested for switch integration. The first step in this procedure was to start the system successively at each of the four points in phase space described by (noting that x 1 and x 2 are taken to be the components of the first embedded switch, while x 3 and x 4 are taken as the components of the second embedded switch): (these can be thought of as, e.g., states (on,on), (off,on), (on,off), and (off,off) with regard to the two embedded switch systems when they are removed from the surrounding system) and then numerically computing their evolution for 100 time units using the MATLAB routine ode15s. At the end of each of these trajectories, the nearest fixed point of the dynamics was located with MATLAB routine fsolve.
If a system exhibited exactly two distinct stable fixed points as a result of this procedure, and if it was true of each of these stable fixed points (sfps) x α satisfied one of the four (mutually exclusive) "switch-conditions" (these conditions require the "on" and "off" switch states in the full system to qualitatively resemble the "on" and "off" states in the isolated switch systems), then the system was examined further. In this case, the number of "switch-flips" exhibited by the system was defined as follows: 0, if both sfps satisfy the same condition from expression (33). 1, if one sfp satisfies I or IV and the other II or III. 2, if one sfp satisfies I and the other IV, or if one sfp satisfies II and the other III. Systems with zero switch-flips (i.e., both stable fixed points satisfying the same switchcondition, expression (33)) were excluded from further consideration, as they did not share the qualitative behavior of the embedded switches (equation (26)) isolated from the full system.
The propensity of different topologies toward switch integration was then finally measured by considering the ratio of the count of those systems that exhibited two switch-flips to the count of those that exhibited either one or two switch-flips. That is, those systems with two switch-flips were regarded as exhibiting switch integration, while those with only one were regarded as exhibiting one non-integrated switch. The results, displayed as the fraction of observed switches thus defined which exhibited integration, are shown in figure 2.
Appendix 2. Generation of Digraph Topologies
Random digraph topologies of n nodes of average in-/out-degree <d> were generated by including each (non-one loop) arc (i→j) with independent probability (<d>/(n-1)). All one loops (i→i) were included in every random digraph used herein (but were here not counted in the in-or out-degree of the nodes).
Scale-free digraph topologies (with, in this paper, average node in-and out-degree always equal to four) were generated via a preferential attachment mechanism, similar to that of Barabasi, et. al. [36] . First, a set of five fully connected nodes was generated. An iterated procedure in which nodes were added one-by-one, with four new arcs added for each new node, was then followed until the desired system size was reached. For each new node i, two arcs were added each with their tail in i and their head chosen to be in previously added node j < i with probability (34) ( ) 
∝ =
For the switch integration simulations (appendix 1) performed with scale-free topologies constructed in this manner, the nodes were shuffled randomly before assigning the lowest numbered nodes to be associated with the embedded switches.
Appendix 3. Computational Tests of Differential Overlap Dependence Hypothesis
To test different aspects of the differential overlap dependence hypothesis (specifically inequality (17) and statement (24)), simulations were performed on dynamical systems with varying topologies generated as in appendices 1-2, with two modifications. First, only one copy of the bistable switch equation (26) was embedded into these systems, associated with nodes 1 and 2. Only systems which remained bistable after the coupling of the switch to the network, and for which the two stable fixed points x 1 and x 2 satisfied (when ordered correctly) (36) The requirements of inequalities (36)- (37) were imposed because the strength of the interaction of the switch with the network tends to vary according to both the magnitude of the individual arc weightings and the density of the arcs in the system network. Inequalities (36)-(37) control for this differential size-of-perturbation effect in comparing different network structures. Thus, only systems which still contained a switch sufficiently similar to the decoupled switch (inequality (36)), but for which at least one setting of the coupled switch was sufficiently destabilized (inequality (37)), were compared. (The requirement that at least one switch setting be sufficiently destabilized can be thought of as analogous to demanding that the switch should be susceptible to having at least one setting made unavailable by total destabilization if the system were to be perturbed by coupling to a second switch.)
Next, in order to get an estimate for Corr(
, 100 different sets of values for the parameters {a i } were generated, with, in each case, each a i chosen from a log-normal distribution with <ln(a i )>=ln(a i 0 ) (where a i 0 is the unperturbed value of a i for the system in question) and <<ln(a i ) 2 >>=0.05. These slight variations of the parameters {a i } represent a set of distinct perturbations to the system. The two fixed points of each of the 100 resulting "perturbed" systems were located and the characteristic polynomial of the matrix of the linearized dynamics calculated at each fixed point (using the MATLAB routine poly). This data was then used to estimate Corr(F k (x α ),F k (x β )) for the system.
(Note that none of the parameters directly associated with the switch nodes were varied in the procedure just described. Thus, the only source of perturbation in the fixed point values for the switch node variables was the coupling to the remainder of the network. This likely underlies the phenomenon (shown in table 1) of arc overlap having maximal impact for nodes neighboring switch nodes, as opposed to arcs associated directly with switch nodes. This may be compared to the "switch integration" setup described in appendix 1, for which the perturbation of the states of one switch result from its coupling through the network to the states of another switch.)
The procedure described above was repeated for 2,500 different random digraph topologies with <d>=4 (divided into 25 groups of 100 each), 2,500 (25 groups of 100) random digraph topologies with <d>=6, and 2,500 (again, 25 groups of 100) different scale-free (<d>=4) topologies generated as described in appendix 2. The median values of Corr(F k (x α ),F k (x β )) of each group of 100 were averaged to obtain the results displayed in figure 5 . Medians were used because the variation in the mean values of the different groups was significantly larger than that of the medians, suggesting a highly skewed distribution.
Appendix 4. Isolation of Sums of k-terms Containing a Particular Arc
The sum of all k-terms present in a (real) matrix M=M(x α ) passing through a particular arc (a→b) may be calculated by considering a related matrix containing the arc (a→b) will be purely imaginary, while all kterms not containing (a→b) will be purely real, so that (defining Those (k,l)-terms which contain (a→b) in the k-term and simultaneously (c→d) in the l-term, on the other hand, will be purely real, but with reversed sign in This technique was used to isolate the sums of all (k,l)-terms containing given arc pairs, as described in section 4. The data in table 1 are estimated by considering median values of 100 simulations, averaged over 50 such groups of simulations. As in appendix 3, median values were used because the variation in the mean values of the different groups was significantly larger than that of the medians.
